Aliskiren monotherapy results in the greatest and the least blood pressure lowering in patients with high- and low-baseline PRA levels, respectively.
Hypertensive patients with low-baseline plasma renin activity (PRA) are known to respond best to natriuretic drugs, and those with high PRA respond best to renin-angiotensin system (RAS) blockade. However, there has been recent speculation that blood pressure (BP)-lowering responses to the renin inhibitor, aliskiren, might also be blunted in some patients with medium-to-high baseline PRA. It has been suggested that treatment resistance in these patients may result from excessive reactive increases in renin secretion, such that aliskiren's blockade of PRA is overwhelmed. In order to test for evidence in support of this hypothesis, we conducted a reanalysis of original data from three published clinical trials of aliskiren. When aliskiren was administered as a monotherapy, or in combination with other blockers of the RAS, changes in PRA were closely correlated with baseline PRA. Patients with low-baseline PRA demonstrated small reductions or rises in PRA, rather than patients with medium-to-high baseline PRA. We confirmed that ambulatory BP-lowering responses to full dose aliskiren monotherapy were greatest and least among patients with high- and low-baseline PRA, respectively. However no such association was demonstrated during aliskiren combination therapy. With either monotherapy or combination therapy, no patient with a baseline PRA >0.65 ng/ml/h was observed to have a rise in both PRA and BP. We conclude, therefore, that there is only evidence for one type of resistance to aliskiren--as with all blockers of the RAS, lesser BP-lowering responses to aliskiren occur in those with the least renin to block.